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Abstract. The human hepatoma HepaRG cell line is an in vitro cell
model that is becoming an important tool in drug metabolism, hepa-
totoxicity, genotoxicity, and enzyme induction studies. The cells are
highly proliferative during their undifferentiated state but once com-
mitted, they differentiate into two distinctly different cell types,
namely, hepatocyte-like and biliary epithelial-like cells. The presence
of the latter in the cell culture is considered to be a drawback of the
cell model. Since the proliferating undifferentiated HepaRG cells have
a bipotent character, the only way to improve the content ratio of
hepatic versus biliary cells of differentiated HepaRG cells is to eradi-
cate biliary cells in situ, in a way that free surface space does not
become available and thus no transdifferentiation can occur. Spatially
selective photodynamic therapy has proven to be effective for that
purpose. First, all the cells were administered aminolevulinic acid
��-ALA� to stimulate the synthesis of protoporphyrin IX �PpIX�, a natu-
rally occurring photosensitizer. Then, the biliary cells were automati-
cally identified and outlined by bright-field image processing. Last,
UV light patterns were projected onto the epithelial cells alone by a
spatial light modulation device connected to an optical microscope;
therefore, only these cells were destroyed by photodynamic therapy.
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Introduction
he human hepatoma HepaRG cell line is an in vitro cell
odel that is becoming an important tool in drug metabolism,

epatotoxicity, genotoxicity, and enzyme induction studies.
lthough human primary hepatocytes are considered to some

xtent as the gold standard for hepatic in vitro cell models,
hey have particular limitations such as donor variability, little
r no potential to proliferate, limited availability, and pheno-
ypic alterations.1 On the other hand, immortalized hepatic
ell lines often lack the majority of specific hepatic cell func-
ions. The HepaRG model is a possible exception, however,
ince this cell line demonstrates specific hepatocyte functions
hat are comparable to primary cultures of human hepato-
ytes, i.e., expression of most of the phase I and phase II
nzymes that are involved in xenobiotic metabolism as well
s the constitutive androstane receptors �CARs� and hepatic
rug transporters.1–4

HepaRG cells are highly proliferative during their undif-
erentiated state, but once committed, they differentiate into
wo distinctly different cell types, namely, hepatocyte-like
ells and biliary epithelial-like cells.5 The presence of the bil-
ary epithelial-like cells can be a disadvantage of the cell

ddress all correspondence to: Artur Bednarkiewicz, Institute of Low Tempera-
ure and Structure Research, Polish Academy of Sciences, Okolna 2, Wroclaw,
0-422 Poland. Tel: 48-71 34-35-021 int. 166; E-mail:
.bednarkiewicz@int.pan.wroc.pl
ournal of Biomedical Optics 028002-
model in metabolism-mediated cytotoxicity studies since the
biliary epithelial cells do not obviously express the hepatic
cell functions that make the model so attractive. When selec-
tively isolated and cultured at high density, hepatocytes have
been shown to preserve their differentiation state and repre-
sent up to 80% of the total cell population.5 However, biliary
epithelial cells will typically be present too. Another problem
comes from variability of hepatic cell content from cell to cell
and from plate to plate.

Since proliferating undifferentiated HepaRG cells have a
bipotent character, the only way to improve the content ratio
of hepatic versus biliary cells is to treat the differentiated cell
culture in some manner. Cell separation methods to purify a
particular cell type from a mixed culture are frequently based
on the properties of single cells in suspension, e.g., cell size,
cell density, cell granularity, cell surface area, or surface pro-
tein configuration.6 A successful separation will depend on the
differences in these characteristics between the different cell
types. Subsequently, it is then possible to exclusively culture
the obtained purified cell type while the “contaminating” cells
are discarded.6 Unfortunately, this separation approach cannot
be used for the purification of hepatocytes in a HepaRG cell
culture. The reason for this is intrinsic to the cell model itself.
As described earlier, due to the bipotent properties of the Hep-
aRG progenitor cells, the adherent HepaRG cell culture will

1083-3668/2010/15�2�/028002/7/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
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lways be composed of two morphologically and functionally
ifferent cell types. There are no known selective culturing
onditions available that would favor hepatic cell growth over
iliary epithelial cell proliferation. Therefore, an alternative
ethod to selectively purify the hepatocyte cell fraction is to

liminate biliary epithelial cells in situ, in a way that free
urface space does not become available and thus no transdif-
erentiation can occur. As described here, one approach to
uch in situ purification is to selectively destroy biliary cells
hrough spatially controlled photochemically induced necrosis
r apoptosis.

Photodynamic therapy �PDT� has proven to selectively and
ffectively kill tumorous tissues. The clinical applications,7–13

hotosensitizers,14–19 and photophysical and biological
echanisms20,21 of this therapeutic method have been exten-

ively studied and reviewed. Basically, PDT relies on the se-
ective accumulation of a photosensitizer �PS� inside the vol-
me of neoplastic cells �or tissue� followed by photoactivation
f these photosensitive dyes. Upon illumination, reactive mol-
cules, predominantly singlet oxygen or free radicals, are
ormed, leading to localized cell death. The mechanisms of
ellular death upon PDT treatment strongly depend on the
iochemical properties of the photosensitizer as well as on the
xcitation light dose and wavelength.7

One of the most frequently used photosensitizers is proto-
orphyrin IX �PpIX�, which is produced in situ by cells after
dministration of its precursor delta aminolevulinic acid
�-ALA�.8,9,16 Low concentrations of endogenous �-ALA also
ccur naturally in cells, as this molecule is a metabolic pre-
ursor of protoporphyrin IX, the penultimate metabolite of the
eme biosynthetic pathway and the actual photosensitizer.
nder physiological conditions, free heme regulates the cel-

ular heme synthesis in a negative feedback control of the
nzyme �-ALA synthetase. However, when exogenous
-ALA is added in excess, this control mechanism is by-
assed, and PpIX is synthesized in excess, accumulates in the
itochondria of the cells, and by further diffusion all over the

ell, renders them photosensitive.
To be effective, PDT requires subsequent photoactivation

f the photosensitizer. Due to wavelength-dependent penetra-
ion depth of the photostimulating light, photodynamic
herapy in tissues is usually carried out with red light to maxi-

ize the effective treatment volume. The main obstacles in
sing green or blue/violet radiation for photoactivation of
ost �tetrapyrolic� photosensitizers result from the absorption

f light by hemoglobin, melanin, and other tissue constituents.
owever, this is not a problem for a monolayer of cells in cell

ultures. The Soret absorption band located around 400 nm is
ar more intense than green/red Q absorption bands allowing
or reduced exposure to violet/UV light. It was demonstrated
or human skin fibroblasts that while 50% lethal light dose
LLD50� is equal to 13.5 and 4.5 J /cm2 for red �610 nm� and
reen �500 nm� light, respectively, for violet �410 nm�, this
rops to 0.35 J /cm2 �Ref. 22�. The cells illuminated with
ight but not exposed to the photosensitizer exhibited an
LD50 equal to �45, �25, and approximately 35 J /cm2 for

ed, green, and violet light, respectively.
The selectivity of the PDT cancer treatment comes first of

ll from selective accumulation of the photosensitizer in ab-
ormal cells and tumor volume,16,17,20 typically followed by
ournal of Biomedical Optics 028002-
targeted light exposure. There are a few reasons for the selec-
tive accumulation of PS in cancer cells. First, there is a higher
specific chemical affinity of the PS to those specific cell com-
ponents, and then, there is also the higher proliferative activ-
ity and higher requirement for nutrients for cancer cells. Last,
deficiency in expression or activity of some enzymes �e.g.,
ferrochelatase�, observed in abnormal cells, can also play an
important role. To enrich the content of hepatocytes in the
HepaRG culture, however, selectivity was achieved through
spatially controlled UV photoactivation, since having been
added to the culture medium, the photosensitizers accumu-
lated in all cells. Targeted light exposure can be achieved in
vitro by employing laser scanning, but the time required can
be considerable due to the sequential cell-by-cell identifica-
tion and treatment that would be required. However, as de-
scribed here, significantly higher throughput can be achieved
by projecting patterns of UV light to selectively and simulta-
neously expose unwanted cells once identified automatically.
A similar method has been proposed for “directed evolution”
and light-mediated selective destruction of cells.23 Our ap-
proach, however, employs a spatial light modulator based on
digital light processing �DLP� technology24 to spatially pho-
toinitiate UV-ALA-PDT mediated destruction of the biliary
cells while preserving and effectively enriching the
hepatocyte-like cell fraction.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Cell Culture

2.1.1 Balb/c 3T3 cells
Balb/c 3T3 mouse fibroblast cells �American Type Culture
Collection; clone A31� were cultured in 75-cm2 culture flasks
�BD-Biosciences 353072� in a humidified incubator �37 °C,
5% CO2�. The culture medium used was composed of Dul-
becco’s modified Eagle medium �DMEM, Sigma D5796� con-
taining 10% �v/v� newborn calf serum �Gibco 16010-159�.
After three culture passages, the cells were seeded into 96-
well microtiter plates at a density of 3000 cells per well and
incubated for 24 h �37 °C, 5% CO2�, after which the culture
medium was refreshed before the cells could be used for the
experiment.

2.1.2 HepaRG cells
HepaRG cells were obtained as preseeded 96-well plates from
Biopredic S.A. �Rennes, France�. After shipment, the cells
were allowed to recover following the supplier instructions
using the supplied Low DMSO Containing Medium �After-
Shipment Medium; Biopredic, catalogue number MIL475�.
After 24 h, the cells were further cultured in High DMSO
Containing Medium �Biopredic, catalogue number MIL375�
until they were used in the experiments.

2.2 Photosensitizer Substrate
A solution of 1.19 mM of �-Aminolevulinic acid ��-ALA,
Sigma-Aldrich� was prepared in, respectively, Balb/c 3T3 cell
culture medium and HepaRG cell culture medium.
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�2
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.3 Acquisition of Fluorescence Optical Spectra of
Intracellular PpIX

pectra of intracellular PpIX, produced by the cells after ad-
ition of the photosensitizer substrate, were acquired �1-s ac-
uisition time; dark noise subtracted� using 365-nm excitation
LED model LC-L1 Hammamatsu, Japan; �emi=365 nm,
TOT=250 mW� and a back-illuminated, cooled �−15 °C�
E65000 spectrometer �OceanOptics; spectral range
50 to 850 nm, spectral resolution d�=0.35 nm� through the
ptical fiber attached to the output port of the fluorescence
icroscope.

.4 Viability Stainings
o assess cell viability, cells were stained with propidium io-
ide �PI� and Hoechst. PI nucleic acid stain �Molecular Probes
ropidium iodide solid P1304MP, 1 mg /ml� stains only dead
ells, since this molecule is excluded from viable cells. Once
I binds to DNA, its fluorescence is enhanced 20- to 30-fold.
he PI was observed with an MWG filter cube from Olympus

�exc=505 to 560 nm, �emi�590 nm�.
The blue fluorescence Hoechst Yellow �H� staining �Mo-

ecular Probes Hoechst S769121�, on the other hand, was used
s a marker of viable cells. This dye permeates living cells
nd binds to all nucleic acids. A DAPI filter �Semrock; �exc
350 to 405 nm, �emi=410 to 460 nm� was used to image

he H staining.

.5 Spatial Illuminator
he heart of the spatial illumination system was a digital mi-
romirror device �DMD�. This reflection-type spatial light
odulator consisted of a 1024�768 matrix �Discovery 1100
ontroller Board and Starter Kit from Texas Instruments� of

iltable micromirrors �13.68 �m square� that were controlled
ndependently by the underlying complementary metal-oxide
emiconductor �CMOS� electronics. Binary images, repre-
enting the spatial pattern to be projected, were transmitted
hrough a fast USB 2.0 connection from a PC, facilitated by a
edicated software library �Tyrex Services Group Ltd, Austin,
exas�.

For the experiments, two instrument configurations were
ested. The first, namely, a custom-built parafocal macro-
cope, was based on a macro zoom lens MS-3 �Meiji Techno,
xbridge, UK�. This setup allowed us to perform pilot treat-
ents on the 3T3 cells and let us define critical parameters to

urther improve the quality and contrast of the projected pat-
ern. To limit the higher diffraction orders observed with the
eflective DMD chip, a spatial filtering �iris� had to be intro-
uced in the optical path. With the knowledge obtained from
his experiment, we were able to optimize, design, and imple-

ent the spatial light projector under an inverted fluorescence
icroscope �Olympus IX71, Germany�. This later microscope

etup was used for the actual ALA-PDT treatment on the Hep-
RG cells. A schematic illustration is presented on Fig. 1.

The light from an ultraviolet photoactivation light source
LED model LC-L1; Hammamatsu, Japan; �emi
365�5 nm, PTOT=250 mW� was expanded to illuminate
omogenously the DMD surface. Even though the
65�5-nm radiation does not perfectly fit the absorption
and of PpIX, we have decided to use this incoherent light
ource due to high total irradiance �up to 4600 mW /cm2 on
ournal of Biomedical Optics 028002-
exit aperture� and the absence of side effects typical for laser
sources �laser speckles�. The UV light pattern created by re-
flection from the “on” micromirrors was projected through
relay optics �RO�, the spatial filter �iris�, and through a DAPI
filter cube �FC, SemRock Ltd.� onto the flat bottom of a plas-
tic well plate. During the projection, the well plate’s cover lid
was removed to avoid double reflections that could acciden-
tally photoactivate PpIX-sensitized hepatocyte cells.

For the macroscope setup, the spatial resolution was equal
to 3.24 �m/mirror and covered 1024�768 mirrors=3.3
�2.5 mm area on the sample. The irradiance at the sample,
measured with a power meter �Coherent FieldMax II with
UV-enhanced OP-2 silicon head� was 16.9 mW /cm2. For the
microscope setup, the contrast of the pattern was enhanced by
spatial filtering, and the irradiance at the sample was in-
creased to 184 mW /cm2. The measured resolution was equal
to 1.07 �m/mirror at the sample plane, and the size of illu-
mination field was equal to 1.1�0.8 mm. The light source
and conditioning optics used in this study could be optimized
to further improve the quality �e.g., resolution and contrast� of
the UV-ALA-PDT system.

2.6 Treatment and Experimental Protocol
Balb/c 3T3 mouse fibroblast cells were seeded and incubated
in the dark for 24 h in medium containing 1.19 mM �-ALA.
After this treatment, a nonuniform checkerboard pattern was
projected onto the cell culture by spatially selective UV illu-
mination �at 365 nm�. Subsequently, the cells were incubated
for 3 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2, followed by the addition of
1 �L PI and 1 �L H per 100 �L medium. After a period of
5 to 20 min, fluorescence images of PI and H were acquired
with an automatic inverted fluorescence microscope IX81
�Olympus, Hamburg, Germany� and CellP �Olympus� soft-
ware. The PpIX fluorescence spectra and images of endog-
enous fluorescence were measured on the inverted fluores-
cence microscope using a U-MWBV2 �Olympus� filter cube
with no PI/H staining

The spatially selective photoactivation step consisted of
several preparation actions. First, the spatial calibration of the

Fig. 1 Schematic of the spatial-projector setup. The light from an ul-
traviolet photoactivation light source �LED� was expanded to homog-
enously illuminate the DMD surface. The UV light pattern was pro-
jected through relay optics �RO�, the spatial filter �iris�, and a DAPI
filter cube �FC� onto the flat bottom of a plastic well plate.
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�3
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lluminator was performed before each experimental session
n order to relate the CCD camera image pixel coordinates
ith the DMD micromirrors coordinates. An automatic detec-

ion of regions of interest �ROIs� covered by unwanted biliary
ells was performed through computer-based analysis of the
right-field image. This proved effective since the morphol-
gy of biliary and hepatocyte cell clusters was quite different,
llowing them to be easily distinguished. The automatic ROI
dentification was achieved by shading correction of the
right-field cell culture image, followed by a series of image
rocessing operations. Briefly, the binary gradient was calcu-
ated, and a mask was obtained by dilatation, filling the holes,
nd segmentation. Further closure of the image was followed
y rejecting of small objects and adding a border to the mask.
n example is presented in Fig. 2, where a white-light sample

mage �Fig. 2�a�� overlaps with the mask �Fig. 2�b�� derived
rom the image. Next, spatially selective illumination was car-
ied to deliver the required light dose to the regions with the
nwanted cells.

The image acquisition, system calibration, and DMD pro-
ection were controlled by LabView 8.5 �National Instru-

ents� custom-written software, while the automatic image
nalysis relied on custom-written external MATLAB �2006R,
athWorks, Natick, MA, USA� routines based on standard
ATLAB documentation and examples.

Results
nitial experiments carried out with Balb/c 3T3 cells showed
he effectiveness of the method described here to selectively
ill cells in an adherent cell culture. After treatment with the
hotosensitizer �-ALA, a nonuniform checkerboard pattern
as projected onto the cell monolayer. Only the white squares
f the checkerboard pattern were illuminated with UV. As a
esult, cell death was observed only in those illuminated ar-
as, after viability staining, as shown in Fig. 3. In addition,
hese initial experiments served to establish and optimize the

ost effective UV light dose.
The HepaRG cells were more demanding and difficult to

andle due to the heterogeneous distribution of the two cell
ypes in the cell culture.

In an initial experiment, the production of PpIX was veri-
ed for both hepatocytes and biliary cells after �-ALA treat-
ent. For this purpose, the �iris� diaphragm of the back UV

amp port of the microscope was closed to form a small UV
ight spot on the sample �Figs. 4�d� and 4�e��. Utilizing the
ual output port available on the microscope, both fluores-
ence images and the corresponding fluorescence spectra

ig. 2 Automatic analysis of the bright-field image �a� allowed the
reation of a mask �b� demarcating the biliary cell ROIs �white� from
he hepatocyte regions �black�. In image �a�, the mask �green� has
verlayed the bright-field image. �Color online only.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 028002-
could be acquired with a CCD camera and a miniature spec-
trophotometer, respectively. The background signal of the
fluorescence images, which most probably came from the au-
tofluorescence of the medium and the optical components,
was corrected for by subtracting a broad fluorescence spec-
trum of a well of the multiwell plate filled with medium alone.

It was observed that the hepatocyte fraction of the cell
culture had a much higher production of PpIX when com-
pared to biliary-like epithelial cells. The images presented in
Fig. 4 are roughly representative for the HepaRG cell cul-
tures, since the hepatic cell exhibited well-to-well and plate-
to-plate variability both in volume and morphology. There are
no means to split the cells for independent spectral measure-
ments of biliary and hepatic cells susceptibility to the ALA-
PDT treatment. Otherwise, a wide range of studies should be
performed, such as PpIX content per cell volume, impact of
local chemical environment on this organic fluorophore,
which may potentially explain spectral shift on Fig. 4�c� and
the kinetics of PpIX production �which we had considered to
be a possible way to improve selectivity of ALA-PDT spa-
tially selective killing of biliary cells only�. The microscope
spectrofluorimetry could be further engaged for spectral char-
acterization of both cell types.

To evaluate the susceptibility of the two cell types to UV-
ALA-PDT illumination, a checkerboard pattern was projected
onto the �-ALA–treated HepaRG culture for four different
exposure intervals �i.e. 30 s, 60 s, 120 s, 180 s�. Figure 5
shows the cell viability for the illuminated and nonilluminated
�negative control� areas and provides a qualitative analysis of
the light dose dependence of the two cell types.

Due to higher PpIX content, hepatocyte cell clusters
showed much higher susceptibility to UV-ALA-PDT treat-
ment, i.e., required lesser light dose to photoinitiate the PDT
�Fig. 5�. Therefore, illumination of the biliary cell regions had
to be precise to avoid any undesirable light leakage. For that
purpose, selective killing of biliary cells was following the

Fig. 3 Checkerboard pattern of UV light projected onto the cell cul-
ture �a� and original binary DMD pattern measured on a macroscope
�b�. Close-ups of microscopic fluorescence images of PI �red fluores-
cence� and Hoechst �blue fluorescence� stained 3T3 cells incubated
with 1.19 mM �-ALA for 24 h and exposed to patterns with a �c� 2.0,
�d� 3.0, �e� 5.1, and �f� 10.2 J /cm2 UV light dose. The 1-mm scale bar
corresponds to the size of the largest rectangle on the pattern and
applies to �a� and �c� to �f�. �Color online only.�
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�4
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lgorithm described in Sec. 2.5 and briefly presented in Fig. 2.
hite-light images of the HepaRG culture �Fig. 2�a�� were

cquired after �-ALA treatment and were then automatically
rocessed to select the ROIs containing only biliary cells,
isible as the “flat” regions in Fig. 2�a� and white regions in
he binary mask �Fig 2�b��. The binary mask was scaled and
onverted to the DLP coordinates. Consequently, at the time
f illumination, only these regions were exposed to UV, with
he hepatocyte regions being kept effectively in the dark.

The proper experiment was performed on HepaRG cells
ith four different UV exposure times �60 s, 120 s, 180 s,
40 s� and the same 1.19-mM dose of �-ALA. The viability
f the treated cell culture was again assessed with PI/H stain-
ng �Fig. 6�. These images demonstrate that through spatially
elective photodynamic treatment, one can selectively kill the
iliary epithelial cells, preserving the integrity of the hepato-
yte population of the HepaRG culture.

Discussion
he clear differences in morphology between the clusters of
iliary cells and hepatocytes resulted in respective smooth and

ig. 4 A quantitative comparison of the fluorescence spectra �c� of PpI
he spectra were collected from small spots ��d� and �e�� indicated o

ig. 5 The response of hepatocytes and biliary cells to the UV-ALA-
DT carried out for �a� 30 s �5.5 J /cm2�; �b� 60 s �11 J /cm2�; �c� 120 s
22 J /cm2�; and �d� 180 s �33 J /cm2� of UV illumination
184 mW/cm2�. The upper-right insets contain respective UV patterns
rojected onto the cells.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 028002-
rough textures in the bright-field image. Thus, the algorithm
for automatic generation of a mask comprising biliary ROIs
performed very satisfactorily. However, small groups of hepa-
tocytes that did not exhibit the typically rough morphology of
larger clusters were wrongly identified at times. Although the
fraction of hepatocytes affected was very small, the algorithm
could be fine-tuned to achieve a better performance.

In preliminary work, it was quite straightforward to show
that at the doses used in this study for UV-ALA-PDT, the UV
light itself did not cause any harmful effect to the HepaRG
cells. Also, to get some insight into any inherent cytotoxicity
of �-ALA �without UV illumination�, a neutral red uptake
�NRU� assay was carried out with the 3T3 cell model �data
not shown�. The IC50 value obtained �i.e., the concentration at
which cell viability equals 50% of the viability of a control
sample� was 5.12 mM, which is 4.3 times higher than the
1.19-mM concentration used in the study presented here.
Based on the observation of PI/H stained fluorescence images,
the �-ALA at the concentration of 1.19 mM did not show any
cytotoxicity effect in the HepaRG cells.

We have verified that �-ALA given in excess to the Hep-
aRG cell culture leads to increased PpIX production. The
fluorescence intensity observed for the hepatocytes was
around 4 to 5 times stronger than that of the biliary cells �Fig.
4�. Furthermore, bright small structures are noticeable on the
HepaRG fluorescence images �Fig. 4�e��. Those structures
correspond most probably to PpIX accumulation in the bile
canaliculi, which would confirm the hepatic transport activity
of the HepaRG model.

Figure 5 demonstrates the different susceptibilities of
hepatocyte and biliary cells to the UV-ALA-PDT treatment.
The treatment at high light dose, i.e., 33 J /cm2 �Fig. 5�d�� or
22 J /cm2 �Fig. 5�c��, is lethal to both cell types; however, at a
low light dose of 11 J /cm2 �Fig. 5�b�� or 5.5 J /cm2 �Fig.
5�a��, it does not affect the biliary cells but is lethal for the
hepatocytes. The susceptibility of the HepaRG hepatocytes to
the UV-ALA-PDT treatment is at least four times higher than
that for biliary cells, which is in line with the PpIX spectra
intensities ratio, as presented in Fig. 4�c�. We suspect that the
higher accumulation of the PpIX observed for the hepatocytes
results from higher metabolic activity of these cells in com-
parison to biliary cells, as well as from the smaller size of the

esized by biliary cells ��a� and �d�� and hepatocytes ��b� and �e�� cells.
t-field images ��a� and �b��.
X synth
n brigh
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�5
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ells leading to a higher concentration of mitochondria per
ell volume.

The observed difference in susceptibility should be
andled with care while designing and projecting the UV pat-
ern. The areas of biliary cells on the binary mask were re-
uced by introducing an additional border into the binary
ask �Fig. 1�. The quality and contrast of the UV light pattern

hat was projected on the sample was significantly improved
n comparison to the initial experiments carried out on Balb/c
T3 cells. A field stop iris installed in the optical path dimin-
shed higher diffractive orders from the DMD chip. Addition-
lly, the well-plate lid was removed during the time of illumi-
ation to prevent specular light reflections that can decrease
he contrast of the pattern. We have also noticed that polysty-
ene multiwell plates are not ideal for the UV-ALA-PDT ex-
eriments due to the significant light absorption and scattering
n the plastic. The use of glassbottomed cell culture plates
ay improve the quality of this method considerably.
Microscopic observations of the cells for up to two days

fter the selective killing of the biliary epithelial-like fraction
Fig. 6� did not show any morphological changes of the he-
atic colonies. The dead biliary cells did not detach from the
urface, and thus no free surface space became available that
ould induce dedifferentiation of the hepatic-like cells. How-
ver, we are aware that biochemical intercell signaling may
otentially trigger apoptosis in adjacent cells or influence their
ehavior. It is known that singlet oxygen generated under UV-
LA-PDT treatment can lead to the activation of stress ki-
ases, such as c-Jun-N-terminal kinase and p38 �Ref. 25�. For
hese reasons, the treated cell culture needs careful examina-
ion and further enzymatic and genetic characterization.

While 11 J /cm2 irradiance �Fig. 6�a�� is not effective,
4 J /cm2 �Fig. 6�d�� seems to initiate the ALA-PDT for he-
atic cells on the borders between the two cells clusters,
here the edge of illumination pattern was located. The opti-
al irradiance 22 to 33 J /cm2 was found to exclusively kill

iliary cells with no injury to hepatic cells, unless these were
istakenly classified by the automatic recognition algorithm

o belong to biliary cells cluster �e.g., an island on Fig. 6�b�
arked by an arrow�.

ig. 6 In the top row, the outlines of the biliary cell ROIs �solid green c
f the projection is indicated as a partially transparent gray rectangl
uorescence images �red PI and blue Hoechst� of cultures exposed to
2, 33, and 44 J /cm2, correspondingly�. �Color online only.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 028002-
5 Conclusions
The human hepatoma HepaRG cell line is an in vitro cell
model used for drug metabolism, hepatotoxicity, genotoxicity,
and enzyme induction studies. These cells differentiate into
two morphologically different cell types: hepatocyte-like cells
and biliary epithelial-like cells. However, variable content and
presence of the “contaminating” biliary cells can be regarded
as a drawback of the HepaRG culture for some applications.
Unfortunately, due to the bipotent properties of the HepaRG
cells, there are no known selective culturing conditions or cell
sorting methods available that would allow extracting exclu-
sively hepatocyte-like cells. One possible way to selectively
purify the hepatocyte-like cell fraction is to eliminate con-
taminating biliary epithelial-like cells in situ.

In this study, we have proposed and implemented a method
to enrich the hepatocyte cell fraction in the HepaRG culture.
After administration of the heme co-factor precursor �-ALA
in excess �1.19 mM� to the cells, they synthesize high quan-
tities of protoporphyrin IX, which is a naturally occurring
photosensitizing agent. Based on automatic bright-field image
processing, spatially selective photoactivation ��activation
=375 nm, D=22 J /cm2� of the photosensitizer accumulated
in the unwanted cells was performed. A quantitative assay in
which the number of dead cells among each cell type is
counted could be interesting. However, the H/P images �Fig
6�d�� indicate that the number of dead cells lie almost exclu-
sively within the biliary area of the cell culture. The number
of dead hepatocytes is minimal.

Our approach exploited a digital light projector under a
fluorescence microscope, which can be further automated to-
ward higher throughput. We believe that this technique can
also be successfully employed in specific cell purification of
other co-culture models, especially in the area of stem cell
culture, where the presence of unwanted phenotypes can be
problematic.
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